Jankovičokracy As the Hopelessness of the Democratic Transformation. Foundations of the evil root in dynastic socialism, comrade capitalism and media fascism. The lightness of the leftist Jankovičokracy is imagined in the Red government of the left, namely as red noncriticalness, red lightness, red comfortableness, red fun, red superficiality, red immorality, red inhumanity and red dedication to communist revolution.

The red sea of Jankovičokracy enslaves the Slovenian mind with criminal activity and hopeless return in the European normality—the Slovenia’s return to democracy. That state expresses the Red sea of leftism, namely as red monopolies, red leftist revolutionary partying, red business morality, red media corruption, red emerging extortion, red human depravity, red countereuropeism, red mob (gang) organization, multi-generational selection of incompetent, red populational making stupid, red historical unscientificness, red denial of values, red star of state collapse, red revolutionary idolatry, red predatory instinctiveness, red unbridled greed, red electoral base of social addicts, red Gypsis and chavviness, red abnormality and homosexuality, and red commitment to crime.

The upper graph shows the absurdity of the meaning terminology belonging to Jankovičokracy, the literal smearing expressed in an ethnic language.